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Please submit by email in PDF format. Add R code in a separate .R file, or SPSS code in
a separate .sps file, or Stata code in a separate .do file, or the code for any other package
you use separately. Alternatively, you can integrate R code and responses in R Markdown and
submit both in PDF format (easiest is to use HTML format and then in the web browser save
as PDF).

Percentages with an asterisk indicate that positive rather than negative marking will be
applied.

Data

This homework is based on the replication data for Bartusevičius and Skaaning (2018), which
you can access at

https://www.prio.org/utility/DownloadFile.ashx?id=38&type=replicationfile

It is a good idea to also download the original article.
A key variable in their data set is the Lexical Index of Electoral Democracy (LIED), variable

lied4, which has the following levels (Bartusevičius and Skaaning, 2018, 633):

0. “no elections (non-electoral autocracy)

1. no-party or single-party elections (single party autocracy)

2. multi-party elections for legislature and (direct or indirect) executive (multi-party au-
tocracy)

3. minimally competitive, multi-party elections for legislature and (direct or indirect) ex-
ecutive (minimalist democracy)

4. minimally competitive, multi-party elections for legislature and (direct or indirect) ex-
ecutive and extensive freedom of expression (polyarchy)”
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In line with Bartusevičius and Skaaning (2018), we will be investigating the relationship be-
tween the level of democracy (lied4) and civil war onset (cow cw inc). While war onset is
a binary variable, and logistic or probit regression more appropriate, we will throughout this
assignment apply linear models—in other words, the linear probability model.1 Throughout,
make sure to treat LIED as a categorical variable.

Questions

1. (5%) Run a linear regression with just the dependent and key independent variable.

2. (5%) Add at least four relevant control variables and repeat the regression.

3. (15*%) For the first two of the control variables, explain why this is an important control
(approx. 150 words each).

4. (5%) Estimate a model with country fixed effects.

5. (5%) Estimate a model with country random effects.

6. (5%) Test the random against the fixed effect model.

7. (5%) Estimate a model with time fixed effects and panel-corrected standard errors.

8. (7%) Estimate a model with country random effects and a lagged dependent variable
(remember using merging to generate lagged variables, as explained in Lab 6).

9. (8%) Taking the last model, perform a Durbin-Watson test for autocorrelation in the
residuals

10. (10%) Compute the long-term multiplier of the effect of democracy on civil war, by
comparing polyarchies (LIED = 4) to non-electoral autocracies (LIED = 0).

11. (5%) Produce a publishable regression table, with one column for each of the above
regressions.2

12. (25*%) Write a 500 word report on your findings, discussing this study of the relation
between democracy and civil war onset. Discuss the statistical results, but focus on
the substantive interpretation—translate it to an essay for political scientists on your
findings.

Grade conversion scheme

Score Grade Score Grade Score Grade Score Grade
UCD TCD UCD TCD UCD TCD UCD TCD

95-100% A+ A+ 75-79% B B 55-59% C- C 35-39% E+ D
90-94% A A 70-74% B- B 50-54% D+ C 30-34% E D
85-89% A- A 65-69% C+ C+ 45-49% D C 25-29% E- D
80-84% B+ B+ 60-64% C C 40-44% D- C 0-24% F F
1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linear probability model
2See http://www.joselkink.net/files/regression-tables.pdf.
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